
Ryan’s academic journey began at a community college, where he earned an Associate of Science for

Transfer in May 2020. After earning his Associate's Degree, he earned a Bachelor of Science in Computer

Information Technology in May 2023.

Ryan's experience spans various domains, including operating systems like Windows, Linux, and MacOS.

He also has proficiencies in the Microsoft 365 Suite, Notion, and the Google Admin Console. He also

possesses fundamental programming skills in Basic Bash Scripting and SQL, along with a working

knowledge of GitHub.

Currently positioned as a Production Analyst, Ryan has been instrumental in streamlining processes and

fostering team collaboration since June 2023. His role encompasses developing Standard Operating

Procedures (SOPs) for effective project management, data analysis, and optimizing processes.

Before ascending to this role, he made significant contributions as a Specialized Production Technician

from January to June 2023. His responsibilities included providing tech support, diagnosing, and

repairing hardware issues, notably addressing a wide variety of Chromebooks. His remarkable efficiency

was showcased when he single-handedly managed a repair project involving over 500 Chromebooks,

completing the task in half the anticipated time.

Ryan is currently pursuing a CompTIA A+ certification, enhancing his expertise in IT operational roles and

technical support. His certification journey, encompassing exams 220-1101 & 220-1102, is underway and

reflects his commitment to continuous learning.

Beyond the confines of his professional endeavors, Ryan immerses himself in a myriad of other interests.

He is a recent homelab enthusiast, which serves as a playground for experimenting with new software

and hardware, crafting practice scenarios, or simply indulging in his hobby. His passion for esports

echoes the pulse of the competitive gaming world, while his love for cooking and exploring new food

places marks his culinary curiosity.

Ryan Schumacher is looking to continuously build his career, taking advantage of any new opportunity he

finds. After the initiation of his homelab, he has been able to learn more about self-hosting software,

networking, and virtualization. Each step will let him focus on the ever-evolving world of IT. Whether he's

installing new Linux distributions or learning Active Directory, Ryan embraces every challenge with a

blend of passion and precision, ready to leave a mark on the IT industry.


